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PREFACE
The subject of superhump light variations in “novalike” variables has developed over the
last 25 years, and is especially promising since these signals can linger for years — unlike their
cousins in dwarf novae. Yet nothing resembling a review paper has ever appeared in print. In
1999 I wrote such a paper in a conference proceeding, but it appeared in a book which very few
people can find or access. I’ve received dozens of requests to supply a copy — and apparently
it is often cited, although I’m pretty sure that practically nobody has read it. I thought I would
improve the situation by “reprinting” this paper now.

ABSTRACT
I review present knowledge of superhumps in cataclysmic variables other than dwarf
novae in superoutburst. The census contains 18 of these stars. There are 14 examples of
“positive” superhumps: these have Psh slightly exceeding Porb, and appear to follow the ε(Porb)
relation familiar from dwarf novae. The empirical distribution of points in the ε-Porb plane may
furnish a promising method of measuring the underlying mass ratio of the binary. Essentially all
high-M-dot novalike variables with Porb < 3 hr show these waves, and the incidence is still high in
the 3–4 hr regime. There are 11 examples of negative superhumps, with Psh
 < Porb
 · These also
probably obey an ε(Porb) relation, but with a period shift about half as great as observed in
positive superhumpers. It is plausible that negative superhumps arise from small wobbles of the
accretion disk plane.
Two stars (AL Com and CP Eri) show superhumps which are violently positive, with ε
about 4–8 times greater than normal positive superhumps. These stars are also remarkable for
their extreme mass ratios, and for flashing superhumps in a state of very low luminosity. These
waves may arise from eccentric instabilities at the 2:1 orbital resonance.
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